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Sure, they can type, but did you know that Farmer Brownâ€™s animals can sing? This favorite story

is now available as a book and CD package!Duck and his friends are at it again. But this time

theyâ€™re pooling their considerable resources to win a local talent show, because first prize is a

trampoline!  The cows want to sing. The sheep want to sing. The pigs want to...dance. Dance?  

And Duck? Duck just wants to win that trampoline. But first heâ€™ll have to handle Farmer Brown.
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"Dooby Dooby Moo" is the kids' equivalent of a light summer read. It's loads of fun, easy to follow,

poses no great moral crises, and has a touch of suspence. Doreen Cronin's casual, sometimes silly

tone is complemented by a wry narrative and visual wit, some smart references to pop culture, and

appealingly informal watercolors with unexpected colors (especially in the shadings). Betsy Lewin

excels at both minimalist pictures (e.g., two cows grazing), as well as panoramic landscapes (an

exquisite night time overview of a county fair).The plots goes something like this: Farmer Brown is

suspicious (but ultimately without a clue) about the sounds coming from his barn. The animals snore

with a Sinatra flair: "Dooby, dooby moo" (the cows). Fa, la, la, la, baaa(the sheep), and "Whacka,

whacka quack (the duck). While this play on "Strangers in the Night" doesn't relate directly to the

story, adult readers who enjoy the allusion. When the animals aren;t snoring, we discover, (although



Farmer Brown doesn't know), they're praciticing for the county fair talent contest! THe cows and

sheep sing--Here's the sheep's renditions of "Home on the Range":"Baaa, baaa, baaa,

baaabaaa.Fa la baaa, fa la baaaa, baaaa baaa baaa!"Cronin perfectly mimics the sounds! The

pigs...well, the pigs practice "an interpretive dance," (shades of "Fantasia") which, unfortunately,

puts everyone to sleep, including their tenacious singing and dancing coach, the duck. Farmer

Brown, distrusting his noisy animals, takes them with him to the county fair, exactly what they

wanted! Cronin and Lewin earn the gold medal for their parady of pre-performance routines.
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